
INSTOCK! Candi Girl Pineapple Lucy - Size Adjustable 12-2 Youth Roller Skates
 

INSTOCK! Candi Girl Pineapple Lucy - Size Adjustable size J12-2 OR 3-6
Kids Roller Skates

  

The Candi Girl LUCY is an innovative ADJUSTABLE Kids roller skate for Growing feet and talent! Fits Junior size 12 to 2 OR 3-6! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $139.00

Price with discount $129.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $129.00

Sales price without tax $129.00

Save: $-10.00

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 
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INSTOCK! Candi Girl Pineapple Lucy - Size Adjustable 12-2 Youth Roller Skates
 

The innovative Candi Girl Lucy brings the fun of skating to growing feet!
These skates will keep beginners and intermediate kids alike rolling through several sizes as they grow with the sport! The Lucy features a high-
top style boot with a unique sizing mechanism –  the EZ-Twist knob adjusts the sizing inside for the perfect fit! These quad roller skates feature
a high-impact chassis that is the perfect blend of being lightweight and maneuverable. PU cushions absorb shock for a smooth ride, while metal
trucks offer the right amount of stability and movement. Beginners and intermediate skaters alike will love how easy it is to turn corners and find
balance on these. These artistic roller skates for kids and youth feature high quality 54mm x 32mm Candi Girl indoor/outdoor wheels. Right out
of the box, these skates will roll along sidewalks and smooth pavement with just the right grip and bounce, but with clean wheels you could also
take these to the indoor rink and be jamskating under the disco lights!
Sizing: These adjustable kids skates run true to child’s shoe size. Small Adjusts from Junior 12 - size 2 and Medium Adjusts from size 3 - 6. 

 Featuring:

EZ Twist Knob adjusts up to 4 full sizes (Small J12 to 2) or (Medium 3 to 6)
Hightop boot design with great ankle support and comfortable padded lining
High impact chassis with PU Cushions for shock absorption and controlled turning
Fast and smooth rolling Silver-5 Speed Rated (carbon) bearings
Urethane 54mm X 32mm indoor or outdoor wheels for rink or pavement

• For safe outdoor skating, protective pads and a helmet are highly recommended!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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